
‘Active Luton told me about the swimming lessons on Mondays at Denbigh High School 
and I went there to improve my swimming further. My favourite stroke is front crawl.

I got on well and I was interested in taking the NPLQ qualification to become a lifeguard.

At first I found the timed swims difficult but, with the help of the staff, I made little tweaks 
to my technique – they made all the difference and helped me to pass.

Next I took the Swim Assistant course. There was another lady who was doing the same 
level qualification as me and we really encouraged each other. If I ever felt like giving up, 
she would say to me, “We can do it!” We did it together and came out of it with a great 
friendship.

The best part of the course was the sense of achievement – I did it! The tutors were 
fantastic – Hannah, Rachel and Carol. They each in their own way gave us snippets of 
information that have been invaluable.’

In the space of just a few months life has changed a lot for Shafia. She has carved a new 
career pathway for herself, made new friends and even changed her family’s opinion 
about swimming.

‘I would really like to work as an Assistant Swimming Teacher. When I took the ASA 
Teaching Assistant course I got to spend time in the water, helping the children – I really 
enjoyed that. I might carry on and take the full teaching qualification too.

Swimming is a life skill – it needs to be learned!

To be honest, before taking these courses I hadn’t imagined that they could lead to work 
for me. My family didn’t think I’d pass – I’ve proved them wrong! I encourage them all to 
come swimming now.’

Shafia just loves swimming. Wanting to improve 
her stroke technique she contacted Active Luton 

and ended up on a pathway to new qualifications 
and a potential new career. Initially she simply 

started with swimming.
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